Enrich your lifestyle.

Oceanside

Embassy Row

About Wood-Mode
The very best in American-made craftsmanship, Wood-Mode luxury products
are the culmination of 75 years of precision workmanship and design leadership.
Best known for stunning, furniture-grade finishes and extensive customization
capabilities, Wood-Mode delivers designer cabinetry with quality materials
and personalized solutions to satisfy the most discerning homeowner.
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Synonymous with luxury.
Authentic lifestyles
A sign of quality furniture is the authenticity of design to the period or style that
inspired it. Wood-Mode styles are meticulously designed to maintain a high level
of quality in materials, craftsmanship and visual aesthetics.

Premium storage options
There are many solutions to stay organized with Wood-Mode. Every solution is
made to fit your design and space.

Hand-crafted finishes
Wood-Mode uses time-tested techniques that have built a reputation for the
best furniture-grade finish available. Stains and glazes, opaque paints, distressing
and a custom paint color program offer an endless variety of finishes and colors
for your home.

Custom-made solutions
Wood-Mode offers custom capabilities to exceed standard items and create more
personalized spaces in your home. From paneling and trim to furniture pieces, the
essential custom options are available to create something truly unique.

Beauty for a lifetime
The quality of Wood-Mode cabinetry includes a
Lifetime Limited Warranty, so you can rest assured
that your investment will look and function
beautifully for many years to come.

Modern History
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Custom-made spaces.
The combination of a talented Wood-Mode trained
designer and skilled Wood-Mode craftsmen results in
the opportunity for you to enjoy one-of-a-kind rooms
with everything from paneling and trim to custom
furniture pieces. The possibilities are endless.

For more ideas, visit wood-mode.com
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Oceanside entertainment area
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Premium storage and convenience.
For a kitchen, bath or other room that is as functional as it is beautiful, Wood-Mode offers a wide variety
of built-in storage and convenience features that unite elegance and efficiency.
For more organization, visit wood-mode.com
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Many styles to discover.
The following pages feature a selection of our most popular and unique doors. Visit wood-mode.com or
your local showroom to discover the wide range of styles and finishes to complement your personality.
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Alexandria Raised
Antique Leather, walnut

Alexandria Recessed
Vintage Shadow Gray, maple

Devoncourt Raised
Matte Napa, walnut

Essex Recessed
Carriage House, pine

Georgetown Raised
Antique Leather, maple

Georgetown Recessed
Auburn, walnut

Morningside Recessed
Sienna, cherry

Murray Hill Recessed
Vintage Bright White, MDF

For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com

Park Avenue Recessed
Potomac, mahogany

Passage
Tavern, cherry

Pavilion
Cottage Lace, maple

Regent Recessed
Country Linen, maple

Tiffany Recessed
Matte Storm Cloud, walnut

Yardley Recessed
Esquire, cherry

Barcelona Raised
Heirloom Fireside, cherry

Chatham Recessed
Natural, maple
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For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com
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Esperanto Raised
Antique Sienna, cherry

Galleria Raised
Edinburgh, cherry

Galleria Recessed
Fireside, cherry

Grand Tour Raised
Heirloom Amber, cherry

Kensington Recessed
Mountain Sunrise, knotty cherry

Linear Recessed
Matte Twilight, maple

Renaissance Raised
Vintage Lace, maple

Square Edge Embassy Raised
Sierra, cherry

For more door styles, visit wood-mode.com

Square Edge Valencia Raised
Mountain Sunrise, cherry

Toulon Recessed
Split Pea, maple

Valencia Recessed
Black Forest, cherry

Whitney Recessed
Matte Winter Sky, maple

Vanguard
Jet Stream, MDF

Vanguard Plus
Nectar, cherry

Vanguard Plus
Matte Foundry, rough sawn
euro oak

Vanguard
Brushed Stainless Steel
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Ribbon Mahogany

Cherry

Knotty Cherry

Walnut

Maple

Heartwood Maple

Rift Cut White Oak

Quarter Sawn White Oak

White Oak

Knotty Alder

Distressed Pine

A collection of fine wood.
Every wood species has attributes and characteristics that make it unique. The natural character in each
species contributes to the personality and tone you desire for your home. Often the wood species is a
key element to a style, such as quarter sawn oak in a Shaker-inspired design or ribbon mahogany to elicit
the warmth and richness of custom-made furniture. Explore our collection and imagine the possibilities.

Yardley Recessed
Matte Shale with Graphite glaze on
sandblasted rift cut white oak

Murray Hill Recessed
Tavern on mahogany

Toulon Raised
Matte Winter Sky on walnut
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Texture and durability with laminates.
If your style lies beyond the boundaries of natural wood, this selection of laminates takes contemporary
custom cabinetry to a new level of long-lasting beauty.
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Wenge

Smoky Brown Pear

Oiled Walnut

Textured Coffee Bean

Textured Flax

Textured Graphite

Textured Nantucket

Textured Gulf Shores

Textured Boardwalk

Textured Ocean Shores

Textured Volcanic Sand

Rattan

Ebony

Zebrano

Nordic Spruce
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Birdseye Maple

Caramelized Bamboo

Macassar Ebony

Rift Cut Veneer

Zebra Wood

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Natural

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Natural with
Black glaze

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Oolong

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Shoreline

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Foundry

Rough Sawn Euro Oak – Matte Burlap

Stainless Steel – Brushed

The Bold Character of Specialty Veneers.
Specialty veneers add exotic species, bold graining, and contemporary styling to your designer’s creative
toolbox. Introduce a touch of the unexpected to make your space unforgettable.
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Hand-crafted, designer finishes.
Wood-Mode uses time-tested furniture finishing techniques to create an incredible variety of looks
tailored to any home. Whether it is a solid opaque color or grain-enhancing stain, our multi-step
process includes a catalyzed top coat sealer that is oven baked to protect the finish for a lifetime of
beauty and durability.
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For more finishes, visit wood-mode.com

Stain Finishes

Opaque Finishes

Light Heirloom Finishes

Opaque Heirloom Finishes

Dark Heirloom Finishes

Black Heirloom Finishes

Vintage Finishes

Burnished Finishes

Rustic Finishes

Cottage Finishes
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Designer color palette.
Find a color that highlights your expressive personality and
stands the test of time. The designer color palette offers
a variety of subtle yet striking hues to match the most
demanding design aesthetic. Available in several finish
treatments, it allows you to make a bold statement with
classic colors, complete with a high-end custom feel.
For the complete color palette, visit wood-mode.com

Not finding your color? Provide a physical sample of the color you want and the
Wood-Mode custom color experts will create a solid opaque color just for you.
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Jet Stream

Family-owned and American made.
From the first cabinet built in a small Pennsylvania lumber mill in
1942 to custom kitchens completed in our state-of-the-art facility
today, each and every Wood-Mode cabinet is proudly made in
the USA.
Seventy-five years of growth have not changed our approach to
building cabinetry. The skill and dedication of the individual
woodworker is still at the heart of Wood-Mode quality. Our family
of employees includes as many as three generations of highly skilled
craftsmen working side by side. From the selection of the lumber to
our celebrated finish, a majority of the cabinetry making process is
still completed by hand.
While technology enables us to fulfill more dreams with consistently
impeccable quality, even the automated portions of our construction
process are overseen by experienced cabinetmakers. At each and
every stage, from lumber selection and milling to finish and
assembly, it is the knowledge of the American craftsman that
makes Wood-Mode a leader in fine custom cabinetry.

PREMIUM LIFESTYLES

MADE IN THE USA

A caring commitment to the environment.
Wood-Mode has been practicing environmental stewardship for more than 25 years—
long before “being green” was popular. From a self-sustaining unit that eliminates
99.8% of all emissions to using sawdust and scrap to fuel and power much of the
operation, we take pride in producing the industry’s highest quality cabinetry in a
manner that demonstrates its genuine concern and care for the environment.
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Enrich your inspiration at wood-mode.com

Join the Wood-Mode community at:
Recyclable Paper
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